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Extraordinary Day
Delta Goodrem

                >>>  Extraordinary Day -- Delta Goodrem  >>>
                    from the album,  Mistaken Identity 

Tabbed by: Jamie
Email: rocksteady19_@hotmail.com

Tuning: STANDARD EADGBE
Enjoy, and remember to contact me if there any glitches or comments.

---

Intro (Strings/Synth)
Em (8 beats)     C (4 beats)      D (4 beats)

Em                           C
Change, like secrets in the wind

  D
I hear the whispers

Em                                       C
Madam butterfly, spread your precious wings

  D
I wish to fly away

Em
I know, I can t change fate 

           C                   D
Of that July the 8th, it was never the same

Em                                    
I know, this stage is frightening

           C                     D
But it s also enlighting, is this how karma goes? Oh

A#                           C
Who would of thought when chance came calling

         D                A



That this would be my defining story

A#                                C
And who could of guessed on my lifes journey

          D                       A                 A    G   F 
I could find my way through this extraordinary day...y.....y

Em                        C
Why had my universe gone mad
 
               D
Was there no compassion

Em
I was wrong

                  C                    D
So many loving hands, reaching out to hold me

Em
I know, I can t change fate 

           C                   D
Of that July the 8th, it was never the same

Em                                    
I know, this stage is frightening

           C                     D
But it s also enlighting, is this how karma goes? Oh

A#                           C
Who would of thought when chance came calling

         D                A
That this would be my defining story

A#                                C
And who could of guessed on my lifes journey

          D                       A                 A    G   F 
I could find my way through this extraordinary day...y.....y

(FREE TIME // STRINGS)

Nothing is isolated...



Em
I know, I can t change fate 

           C                   D
Of that July the 8th, it was never the same

Em                                    
I know, this stage is frightening

           C                     D
But it s also enlighting, is this how karma goes? Oh

A#                                    C
                              Ohhh       Ohhhh

         D                        A
      Ohhhh                       Oooo                             

A#                                    C
...ooooh                             Ohhh

        D                                 A                       
                                        Extraordinary day...

A#                                    C

         D                        A
            This will be my defining story

A#                               C
And who would of guessed on my lifes journey

         D                       A              
I could find my way through this extraordinary day

REPEAT TILL FADE.


